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On March 4, 2018, an extremely strong squall line occurs suddenly over Southeast China, incurring devastatingly
strong surface winds. In this study, we first present a high-resolution model simulation, then apply the recently
developed theory of canonical transfer, which bears a form reminiscent of the Poisson bracket in Hamiltonian
mechanics, to investigate the underlying dynamical processes. Using a recently developed functional analysis
apparatus, multiscale window transform, the fields are reconstructed onto three scale windows, namely, ambient
flow window, squall line-scale window, and turbulence window, which for convenience are denoted as windows
0, 1, 2, respectively. It is found that, among all the canonical transfers of kinetic energy (KE), only that between
windows 0 and 2, and that between windows 1 and 2, are significant, and the two correspond remarkably well in
space, except for opposite signs. Specifically, at the leading edge, KE is first transferred from the ambient flow
over the spectrum all the way to the turbulence scale processes, and then goes to window 1 to form the squall
line. At the trailing edge, this process is reversed. While the downscale cascading at the leading edge and upscale
transfer at the trailing edge are expected in the classical shock hypothesis of squall lines, the existence of the
secondary upscale and downscale transfers, respectively, at the leading and trailing edge, are not seen before.
Most importantly, these secondary canonical transfers make the turbulence-scale window function like a hub,
bridging the ambient flow and the squall line. To our knowledge, such an energetic scenario, i.e., the nexus of
two adjacent scales in a spectrum via a “remote mediator” is not seen before in the literature. This study testifies
to the importance of turbulent flows in the maintenance of squall lines, and may yield a clue to a better
simulation.

1. Introduction
Squall lines, also called as quasi-linear convective systems (Weisman
and Davis, 1998), or bow echoes in Doppler radar (Nolen, 1959; Przy
bylinski, 1995), may cause widespread straight-line damaging winds
and even tornados (Fujita, 1978; Atkins et al., 2005; Wakimoto et al.,
2006a, 2006b). On 4 March 2018, a squall line with strong surface wind
occurs in Southeastern China, incurring heavy casualties and economic
loss. It moves northeastward from Guangxi to Zhejiang, covering most
part of the Yangtze Valley Plain (Fig. 1). The convection is originally
triggered in Guangxi (Fig. 1a) at 04:00 UTC on 4 March, gradually
organized (Fig. 1b) and developed into a meso-scale convective system
(MCS), with a convective line formed after 06:00 UTC (Fig. 1c–e). The
MCS moves southeastward and becomes weaker after leaving Zhejiang

at 12:00 UTC (Fig. 1f).
Generally, a squall line contains a “leading-line/trailing-stratiform”
structure, with rear inflow and front-to-rear (storm relative) flow with
updrafts and downdrafts driven by a cold pool (Ogura and Liou, 1980;
Weisman, 1992; LeMone et al., 1984). The cold-pool circulation is
originated from the mid-level stratiform region, and this “rotor” circu
lation, which is driven by the buoyancy in the head region of the density
current/cold pool (Xu and Moncrieff, 1994), maintains a close rela
tionship between the convection and the mesoscale environment (Lafore
and Moncrieff, 1989). In idealized model studies, it is usually simplified
as a steady gravity current (Benjamin, 1968). With respect to the bow
echo line, the part of the stratiform ahead of it is called as “forward
anvil”, and that lying behind is the “trailing stratiform”. The squall line
stratiform structure can be classified into 3 types (c.f., Parker and
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Fig. 1. Radar mosaic showing the radar reflectivity (in dBZ) at (a) 02:00 UTC, (b) 04:00 UTC, (c) 06:00 UTC, (d) 08:00 UTC, (e) 10:00 UTC, and (f) 12:00 UTC on 4
March 2018. The white box is the innermost domain of our nested model. Also shown are the boundaries between the provinces. The composite radar reflectivity data
are selected from the two stations Sanming and Jianyang.

Johnson, 2000), according to the location of convective lines relative to
stratiform precipitation, as trailing (TS type), leading line (LS type), and
parallel (PS type) stratiform precipitations. Depending on the stage in a
squall line life cycle, one type may be changed to another. By statistics
the bow echo structure is mostly symmetric in structure. The symmetry
reveals that squall lines are well organized. But, when a squall line is
weakened, the structure may also become asymmetric (Houze et al.,
1990), which, as we will see soon, also exists in the case of this study
(Sheng, 2019). At the front (or leading edge) intense winds and thermal
gradients exist, where cold air subsidies from ~3 km high to surface,
making a cold pool of about 1 km thick (Charba, 1974). As for the
ambient environment, usually the vertical wind shear is large (Li and
Wu, 2020)—It has been related to the longevity of squall lines (Rotunno
et al., 1988).
Squall line simulation is faced with many problems, one of which is
the existence of energy-containing vortices in sub-grids. In mesoscale
modeling, the scales of some energy-containing turbulent structures are
much smaller than the scale of the spatial filter. Even in highly resolved
squall line simulations, there exists a large portion of in-cloud-scale
turbulences energy; for instance, Bryan et al. (2003) show that the
ratio of the sub-grid turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) to the total TKE
even exceeds to 10%. This subgrid regime, called “terra incognita” or
“gray zone”, poses a great challenge to mesoscale simulation (Wyng
aard, 2004). Recent studies show that this kind of unsuitable selection of
horizontal resolution may lead to a suppression of the entrainment and
detrainment processes (Lebo and Morrison, 2015), and may bring error
to the downdraft strength (Varble et al., 2020), and hence impact the
squall line storm's evolution. Although many studies support the hy
pothesis that increasing horizontal grid density can lead to more precise
squall line structure (Lilly, 1990; Potvin and Flora, 2015; Zhang et al.,
2021), and some studies find that squall lines can be well-simulated with
a 4-km resolution grid (Weisman et al., 1997), so far it is still unclear
what resolution is most suitable. Besides, as commented by Bryan et al.

(2003), “future studies should also explore the resolution sensitivity of
different types of convection, such as an unorganized complex of
convective cells or perhaps a line of supercells.”
The most prominent feature of squall lines is the discontinuity near
the gust front, which forms a formidable challenge in modeling. Along
the echo bow line, the sharp pressure gradient shows as hydraulic jumps
(Frame and Markowski, 2006), or shockwaves in compressible gas
(Tepper, 1950). Pressure jumps may occur when gravity wave sources
(like cold fronts) accelerate, with waves propagating faster than the
background wind speed. The relation between the velocity of the flow
and that of the waves can be expressed in terms of Fraude number
(surface wave in density current model) and Mach number (sound wave
in compressible gas). A “head wave” (the leading edge of gravity wave)
forms when the Froude number is high enough, followed by a wave
breaking region in the rearward side, with energy dissipated into tur
bulence (Benjamin, 1968; Charba, 1974). The head wave in a two-layer
model (also referred to as inversion layers, meaning a colder layer with
higher density under a warmer layer) can well describe a squall line's
discontinuity (Tepper, 1950), but the model setting is too simple to
represent the realistic environment about the squall line. Lindzen and
Tung (1976) extend this two-layer model to a wave-duct model, by
considering the vertical propagation and reflection of gravity waves in a
vertical shear environment (stratified flow). Majda and Xing (2010)
develop a multi-scale squall line model governed by Taylor-Goldstein
equations, which are usually used to describe the stratified flow in a
quasi-two-dimensional (2D) shear environment. They find that, as the
environment shear becomes stronger, upscale turbulent eddy fluxes will
develop. Bryan et al. (2003) find the transition process from a laminar
flow to turbulence is mainly dominated by Kelvin–Helmholtz in
stabilities near the cold pool, and the resulting turbulence hence in
fluences the vertical motions around the squall line through upscale
cascading. Recent numerical simulations also confirm the existence of
backscatter (upscale cascading) in squall lines (e.g., Lai and Waite,
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2020).
The backscatter as described above raises a serious issue in squall
lines simulation. Traditional models for large-eddy simulation (LES) are
absolutely dissipative (Smagorinsky, 1963; Kraichnan, 1976; Deardorff,
1980); they remove energy from the large scales at each point in the
physical space, without transfer energy back to the large scales (back
scatter) at a given location (Piomelli et al., 1991). So far backscatter
process can only be represented through direct numerical simulation
(DNS) which is infeasible for the modeling of large-scale fluid flows such
as atmospheric circulation, many studies hence focus on implementing
turbulence closure in the LES scheme. This inclues the nonlinear back
scatter and anisotropy model (Kosović, 1997), dynamic reconstruction
model (Chow et al., 2005), Lagrangian-averaged scale-dependent model
(Bou-Zeid et al., 2005), and stochastic backscatter model (Leith, 1990;
Schumann, 1995), to name several. However, comparing to the tradi
tional Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963), these models are
computationally much more expensive (Kirkil et al., 2012).
All these researches point to the importance of turbulence-like small
scale processes; however, the role of these processes is still mostly un
clear. In this study, based on a relatively successful simulation of the
March 2018 squall line event in Southeast China, we hope to gain some
insight into the dark side of the underlying dynamics, by employing a
recently developed multiscale analysis tool, namely, multiscale window
transform (MWT), and an MWT-based theory on energy transfer. In the
following, we first give a brief introduction of MWT, and the theory of
canonical transfer (Section 2). After that a real-time simulation is made
for the March 2018 squall line (Section 3). The MWT is set up in Section
4. Section 5 shows the reconstructed fields on the squall line scale
window or meso-beta-scale window. In Section 6, the canonical transfers
are analyzed, and the major results of this study are presented therein.
This study is summarized in Section 7.

Table 1
The energetic terms in Eqs. (2)–(3). The notations are conventional in primitive
atmospheric equations (cf. Liang, 2016).
Physical meaning
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APE on scale window ϖ
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Canonical transfer of APE to
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If total energetics (in W) are to be computed, the resulting integrals with respect
to (x, y, p) should be divided by g. Besides, all terms are to be multiplied by 2j2,
which is omitted for notational simplicity.

It is, therefore, a rather complex and profound problem to have the
local energy of a time-dependent filtered field faithfully represented. In
fact, this has not been feasible until filter banks and wavelets are con
nected, and has just been systematically addressed by Liang and
Anderson (2007) in the development of multiscale window transform
(MWT).
MWT is an apparatus decomposing a function space into a direct sum
of orthogonal subspaces, each with an exclusive range of scales (repre
sented by wavelet scale levels). Such a subspace is termed a scale win
dow, or simply a window. MWT is originally developed for representing
the energies on the resulting multiple scale windows, in order to make
multiscale energetics analysis possible. Liang and Anderson (2007) find
that, for some specially constructed orthogonal filters, there exists a
transfer-reconstruction pair, just as the Fourier transform and inverse
Fourier transform. (Note here orthogonality is crucial; otherwise the
Parseval identity does not hold, and hence energy cannot even be
defined.) This pair is the very MWT and its peer, namely, multiscale
window reconstruction (MWR). Loosely speaking, the MWR of a series S
(t) results in a filtered series, while the corresponding MWT coefficients
can give the energy of that filtered series. This is in contrast to the
traditional filters; they yield only filtered fields (reconstructions),
without transform coefficients.
In MWT, a scale window is demarcated on the wavelet spectrum by
two scale levels, or window bounds. For a time series with a duration τ, a
scale level j corresponds to a period 2− jτ. Obviously, the number of time
steps need to be a power of 2. In this study, we will need three scale
windows, which are bounded above by three wavelet scale levels: j0, j1
and j2. Alternatively, 2− j0τ, 2− j1τ and 2− j2τ are the time scale bounds. For
convenience, we will henceforth refer to them as ambient/background
flow window, meso-beta scale or squall line window, and turbulence
scale window, and will denote them by ϖ = 0, 1, 2, respectively. The
decomposition will be justified later in the wavelet power spectral
analysis in Section 4.
Given a time series S{(t)}{S(t)}, application of MWT yields a trans
∼ϖ
∼ϖ
form coefficient ̂
S
[ (̂
denotes MWT on window ϖ at time step
•)

As is well known, the Reynolds formalism of multiscale energetics
based on time averaging are invariant in time, and those formulated
with zonal mean do not have information in longitude, etc. Such for
malisms cannot be used to study the energy burst processes such as
squall lines which are highly localized in space and time. To overcome
the difficulty, during the past decades, filtering has been widely used to
replace the time averaging in the above formalism. Now a fundamental
question arises: what is the corresponding energy for a filtered field? A
common practice widely exercised during the past decades is simply to
square the filtered field and take it as the energy (up to some propor
tionality). This is, unfortunately, conceptually incorrect. To illustrate,
suppose we are given a time series u(t), which has only two harmonic
components with frequencies ω0 and ω1,
uL (t)

Expression

ϖ

2. Multiscale window transform (MWT), canonical transfer, and
localized multiscale energetics

u(t) = a0 cosω0 t + b0 sinω0 t + a1 cosω1 t + b1 sinω1 t.
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟ ⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟

Symbol

(1)

uH (t)

For this simple example, we know that the energies for the two
components are a20 + b20 and a21 + b21, respectively. That is to say, the
energies are the squares of the respective transform coefficients. They
are absolutely not equal to the square of the respective reconstructed
(filtered) fields, i.e., uL[(t)]2and [uH(t)]2. In other words, multiscale
energy is a concept with the transform coefficients defined in phase
space (independent of t here), while uL[(t)]2and [uH(t)]2 are quantities in
physical space (as functions of t). These two are related through the wellknown Parseval's identity in functional analysis. Particularly, when

n

n

n], and a reconstruction on window ϖ, written S~ϖ (t). It has been
( ∼ϖ )2
proved that the energy on window ϖ is proportional to ̂
Sn
. Note it

is by no means as trivial as [S~ϖ (t)]2, i.e., the square of the filtered field!
This is how MWT is different from the existing filters. With these, Liang
(2016) shows that the multiscale kinetic energy (KE) and available po
tential energy (APE) equations are, for windows ϖ (=0, 1, 2),

uL[(t)]2 is a constant (i.e., time mean), we can obtain a21 + b21 = uH [(t)]2
(the overbar denotes the time-averaging operator). This explains why
the time-averaging operator in the classical Reynolds decompositionbased energetics formalism is necessary; otherwise the resulting ener
getics do not make sense in physics.
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Fig. 2. The grid configuration used for the WRF-ARW simulation. The four nested domains (from D01 to D04) are marked by black rectangles. The terrain shaded
by colors.

∂K ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
+ ∇ • Qϖ
K = ΓK − ∇ • QP − b + FK,p + FK,h ,
∂t

(2)

∂ Aϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
+ ∇ • Qϖ
A = ΓA + b + SA + FA .
∂t

(3)

and perturbation equations

∂T
+ ∇ • (vT + v′ T ′ ) = 0,
∂t
′

∂T
′
′
′
′
+ ∇ • (v T + vT + v T − v′ T ′ ) = 0.
∂t

(For simplicity here the time step n is suppressed.) The explanations and
expressions for these terms are listed in Table 1. Among these terms, the
Γ terms represent transfers between different scale windows; they are
very different from those in classical formalisms. Particularly, there is an
interesting property, i.e.,
(
)
∑ ∑
= 0,
Γϖ
n
ϖ

(6)

Multiplying (5) by T, and (6) by T′ , followed by an averaging, one arrives
at the evolutions of the mean energy and eddy energy (variance) (e.g.
Pope, 2004)
2/
( 2/ )
∂T 2
(7)
+ ∇ • vT 2 = − T∇ • (v′ T ′ ),
∂t

n

/

(

∂T ′ 2 2
vT ′ 2
+∇•
∂t
2

as first shown in Liang and Robinson (2005) and later on rigorously
proved (see Liang, 2016). Physically this means that the energy transfer
is a mere redistribution of energy among the scale windows, without
generating or destroying energy as a whole. This property, though
simply stated, does not hold in previous time decomposition-based or
Lorenz-type energetics formalisms (see below). To distinguish, such as
transfer is termed “canonical transfer”. A canonical transfer has a Lie
bracket form that satisfies the Jacobian identity, reminiscent of the
Poisson bracket in Hamiltonian mechanics; see Liang (2016) for details.
To see how a canonical transfer differs from the energy transfer in
classical energetics formalisms, consider a passive tracer T (may be any
scalar field; need not be temperature) in an incompressible flow, and
neglect all other processes but for advection:

∂T
+ ∇ • (vT) = 0.
∂t

(5)

)
= − v′ T ′ • ∇T.

(8)

The terms in divergence form are generally understood as the
transports of the mean and eddy energies, and those on the right hand
side as the respective energy transfers during the mean-eddy interaction.
Particularly, when T is a velocity component, the right side of (8), R = −
v′ T ′ • ∇T, has been interpreted as the rate of energy extracted by Rey
nolds stress against the mean profile; in the context of turbulence
research, it is also referred to as the “rate of the turbulence production”
(Pope, 2004). It has been extensively utilized in geophysical fluid dy
namics for the explanation of the phenomena such as cyclogenesis, eddy
shedding, etc. However, Holopainen (1978) and Plumb (1983) have
argued that the transport-transfer separation is ambiguous, and hence
the resulting transfer is physically not robust. Moreover, Eqs. (7) and (8)
do not, in general, sum to zero on the right hand side. This is not what
one would expect of an energy transfer, which by physical intuition
should be a redistribution of energy among scale/scale windows, and

(4)

By applying a traditional Reynolds decomposition, it yields the mean
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should not generate nor destroy energy as a whole.
With the MS-EVA formalism, the above are not issues any more. In
this special case the energy Eqs. (7) and (8) are reduced to (see Liang,
2016),
)
(
2/
∂T 2
1 2 1
(9)
+ ∇ • vT + Tv′ T ′ = − Γ,
2
2
∂t
/

(

∂T ′ 2 2
1
1
+ ∇ • vT ′ 2 + Tv′ T ′
2
2
∂t

Table 2
Summary of the settings for the WRF model simulation.
Δx, Δy for
The 4 nested domains
Vertical levels
Δz
Model top
Microphysical
parameterization

)
= Γ,

(10)

Turbulence parameterization
Radiation parameterization

where Γ = 12 {T∇ • (v′ T ′ ) − (v′ T′ )∇T }. Now one can see that the right
hand side is balanced, in contrast to Eqs. (7) and (8). We hence call this Γ
a “canonical transfer”. As shown by Liang (2016), it has a Lie bracket
form. Previously, Liang and Robinson (2007) illustrate, for a benchmark
hydrodynamic instability model whose instability structure is analyti
cally known, the traditional Reynolds stress extraction R = − v′ T′ • ∇T
does not give the correct source of instability, while Γ does.
Note a canonical transfer to a window ϖ may involve contributions
from different windows; we need to differentiate them to trace the
dynamical source. This is done by a procedure called “interaction
analysis,” explained in detail in Liang and Robinson (2005). Here we
only indicate it symbolically, say, as Γj→i
K for canonical KE transfer from
means canonical KE transfer from the
window j to window i. So Γ1→2
K
meso-β-scale window (ϖ = 1) to the turbulence scale window (ϖ = 2),
so and so forth.

Land surface
parameterization
Convective parameterization
Initialization
Lateral boundary conditions

27–9–3 km, two-way nested
1 km, one-way nested
31
~27.5–233.1 m
~19.2 km
Morrison 2-moment scheme (Morrison et al., 2009)
Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (Eta) TKE scheme (Janjić,
1994)
RRTM–Dudhia scheme(Dudhia, 1989; Mlawer
et al., 1997)
Noah-Eta scheme (Niu et al., 2011)
Kain–Fritsch scheme (d01, d02 grid only) (Kain,
2004)
FNL analysis, 08:00 UTC 3 March
FNL analysis, every 6 h

four soil layers (Niu et al., 2011), Kain–Fritsch convective scheme (Kain,
2004), the Morrison 2-moment scheme (Morrison et al., 2009), and the
Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (Eta) TKE scheme (Janjić, 1994). The convective
scheme is adopted only in D01-D02, where horizontal resolution is
higher than 5 km. Initial conditions (ICs) and boundary conditions (BCs)
are updated every 6 h using the 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ NCEP FNL (Final) oper
ational global analysis and forecast data. These, and other parameters,
are summarized in Table 2.
The above simulation, though much limited, proves to be relatively
successful from 18:00 UTC, March 3 to 12:00 UTC, March 4, 2018. In
Fig. 3, the first row shows the observed radar reflectivity, while the
middle row shows the corresponding simulation. Notice that the com
posite radar reflectivity data in Fig. 3a–c are selected from the two
stations Sanming and Jianyang, since in this study, we only focus on the
evolution of the squall line in its mature stage, which is located east of
Jiangxi Province and west of Fujian Province. In Fig. 3a–c, the bow echo
is represented in red, while in Fig. 3d–f, it is represented by the tem
perature discontinuity (the boundary line contrasting red to blue).
Obviously, the relative success is easily seen. Particularly, the bow
structure is similar (Fig. 3c & f), with a surface cold pool (relatively
lower equivalent potential temperature shown in blue in Fig. 3d–f) and a
rear inflow from mid-level (see Fig. 5a–c). This causes a strong hori
zontal wind shear near surface (black wind bar in Fig. 3d–f), and a
rainfall near and behind the convective line (blue line in Fig. 3g–i).
For squall line which always appears as a fast-moving bow echo, a
suitable cross-section to well capture its characteristics and dynamical
processes needs to, rather than keep fixed, move with it. In this study,
following the squall line, we choose the point where radar reflectivity
reaches 45dBZ near the leading edge as the center (corresponding to the
so-called “convective line” within squall line) at each latitude, from
which 50 km are extended both eastward and westward to constitute a
cross-section with a width of 100 km. For each selected section, the
eastern and the western parts of it represent respectively the “front side”
and the “rear side” of the eastward moving squall line. The green con
tours in Fig. 3d–f show that the cross-sections thus selected cover nearly
the whole squall line in both zonal and meridional directions as it moves.
To represent the general characteristics of and dynamical processes
occurring within the moving squall line, an ensemble of theses crosssections are used when plotting.
Of course, there also exists some discrepancy between the observa
tion and simulation. Notably is that the simulated squall line (the redblue boundary) occurs about 1.5 h later, and a little bit northward (cf.
Fig. 3a–f).

3. Simulation of the March 2018 Southeast China squall line
Squall line simulation is faced with many problems, one of which is
the existence of energy-containing vortices in sub-grids. In mesoscale
modeling, the scales of some energy-containing turbulent structures are
much smaller than the scale of the spatial filter. Even in highly resolved
squall line simulations, there exists a large portion of in-cloud-scale
turbulences energy, which violates the energy-containing vortices
assumption. Although many studies support the hypothesis that
increasing horizontal grid density can lead to more precise squall line
structure (Lilly, 1990; Potvin and Flora, 2015; Zhang et al., 2021), and
some studies find that squall lines can be well-simulated with a 4-km
resolution grid (Weisman et al., 1997), so far it is still unclear what
resolution is most suitable. So far, no real time squall line simulation can
be said successful; to get a satisfactory simulation is still a huge
challenge.
In this study, however, we have made a relatively successful simu
lation of the March 2018 squall line over Southeast China, though the
relative success could be accidental. Although the lasting duration is not
long, this dataset is satisfactory enough to allow us to perform an indepth analysis which will, hopefully, reveal to us some aspects of the
dynamics underlying realistic squall lines.
The simulation is conducted using the Advanced Research Weather
Research and Forecasting Model (ARW-WRF ver. 4.0, Skamarock et al.,
2008). The model has a four-layer nesting. The domains are named as,
from the largest to the smallest, D01, D02, D03, and D04; see Fig. 2. The
first three are two-way nested, while that between D03 and D04 is oneway. D01 covers much of Southeastern China at a 27-km grid spacing,
with 115 × 102 horizontal grid points (Fig. 2), including the regions
during the period of concern the squall line sweeps. The other 3 sub
domains have spatial resolutions of, respectively, 9 km, 3 km, and 1 km.
The innermost domain, namely D04, at a 1-km grid spacing, has 514 ×
628 horizontal grid points. It covers the core region where the squall line
is formed (see the white box in Fig. 1d–e). All of these domains have 31
vertical levels extending from the surface to 50 hPa. Physical process
parameterization schemes are identical for the four domains, including
shortwave radiation (Dudhia, 1989), Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
longwave radiation (Mlawer et al., 1997), Noah land surface model with

4. MS-EVA setup
We set up the MS-EVA scale window bounds through wavelet spec
tral analysis. Displayed in Fig. 4 are the time series of a typical near
5
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Fig. 3. Radar reflectivity at (a-c) 08:00, 09:00, and 10:00 UTC on 4 March as observed at Sanming and Jianyang Stations. (d-f) The simulated radar reflectivity (in
10dBZ, black lines) and equivalent potential temperature (K, shaded) at the bottom of the model. The contrast line marks the location of the simulated squall line. The
green contours mark the cross-sections used in this study as produced by the method introduced in the text. (g-i) The vertical storm structure of the ensemble relative
humidity (%, shaded) over those cross-sections at times corresponding to that in (d-f). The precipitation (per hour) is shown in blue line (mm). (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. (a) Time series of the 975 hPa (~280 m above surface) u-component wind (unit: m/s) at point (28.7 N, 117.0 E). (b) The wavelet power spectrum (m2/s2).
◦
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the microphysical process (Lynn et al., 2005a, 2005b; Lane et al., 2012),
and the cloud-top turbulence wake in the lee of squall line (Pantley and
Lester, 1990). Turbulence may deform along the dominant wind direc
tion, especially near the gust front (Zhu et al., 2021). In squall line
simulations, turbulent scale processes are important; they are repre
sented in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme, 2-D horizontal
turbulence mixing schemes, and microphysics scheme (Weisman et al.,
2008; Morrison et al., 2009; Lai and Waite, 2020), which have been
mentioned in the preceding section. The two-peak structure of the
mesoscale power spectra in deep convection simulation has also been
found in Moeng et al. (2009, 2010). One peak is shown in the turbulence
scale regime (as energy-containing turbulence), another in the cloudsystem scale (as mesoscale cloud clusters). This from another aspect
testifies to the validity of our simulation. We henceforth will refer to
windows 0, 1, 2 as background flow window, squall line window, and
turbulence window, respectively.
Other parameters in the MS-EVA setting are the horizontal resolution
(1 km) and temporal resolution (300 s), which are in accordance with
the WRF outputs. These outputs are taken as the MS-EVA input fields,
including geopotential, temperature and the wind components, which
are all interpolated onto the following pressure levels: 975 hPa, 925 hPa,
900 hPa., 875 hPa, 850 hPa, 800 hPa, 700 hPa, 600 hPa, 500 hPa, 400
hPa, 350 hPa, 300 hPa, 200 hPa and 100 hPa.

Table 3
The parameters used for our energetic analysis.
Index

Name

Scale level (jindex)

Period range

2

turbulence scale /mesogamma-scale
squall line scale / meso-betascale
ambient/background flow
scale

j>6

<1.3 h (hourly);

2≤j≤6

1.3–21.3 h (hourly to
daily);
larger than 21.3 h
(daily).

1
0

j<2

The scale window naming follows the convention of Orlanski (1975), according
to their respective timescales.

surface wind and its wavelet spectrum. Clearly there are 3 peaks near the
convection taking place. One is on the scale levels j = 6–7, corre
sponding to a period of 0.65–1.3 h, i.e., the hourly signal. The second
peak is within j = 5–6 (1.3–2.6 h). Most of the energy is on the largest
scale here, i.e., at scale levels j = 0–1, which are taken as the background
flow. For this reason, we set the scale window bounds as: j0 = 2, j1 = 6
(see in Table 3). Since 26 = 64, theoretically a time series of this length
has complete information for the highest frequency process, i.e., the first
peak in the spectrum. In this study, the time span of successful simula
tion results in a series of 216 time instants, which is long enough.
The above three-peak (or two-peak in the meoscale regime) spectrum
has long been observed. Generally, squall line storm length is <250 km
in China by statistics (Meng et al., 2013), which is, by classification, a
meso-beta-scale process (Orlanski, 1975). Indeed it is reported that the
meso-beta-scale process can describe the inner circulation of the squall
line (Ducrocq and Bougeault, 1995). Also, studies find that turbulent
scale processes also exist, such as the in-cloud turbulence, which impacts

5. Squall line circulation reconstructions
In this section the flow fields are reconstructed on the three scale
windows. For better illustration of the characteristics of the circulation,
streamlines rather than wind vectors are plotted. Shown in Fig. 5a–c are
the original fields at 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 UTC. We can find that, when the

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Fig. 5. The streamlines on the cross-section near the squall line. (a-c) Original fields, the wind speed (V = u2 + w2 ) is displayed in color (m/s). (d-f) Reconstruction
on the ambient flow scale window (window 0). (g-i) Reconstruction on the squall line scale window (window 1). (j-l) Reconstruction on the turbulent-scale window
(window 2). The wind speed is displayed in colors (m/s). Also superimposed on the distributions is the simulated radar reflectivity (black contour lines in 10dBZ)
from 09:30 through 11:30 UTC.
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Fig. 6. The geopotential (unit: m2/s2) reconstructed on (a-c, g-i) window 1, and (d-f, j-i) window 2 (shaded) of the ensemble averaged cross section. The abscissa is
the distance from the squall line (units: km).

squall line forms, the westerly turns updraft in the rear side near the
convection center (Fig. 5a–c).
On the large scale window, the background flow remains in the form
of a westerly through the depth and reaches its maximum in ~10-12 km
(Fig. 5d–f). But on the squall line window, the stream line as a classical
updraft and downdraft flow (Fig. 5g–i). Recall that in idealized squall
line models, the inflow occurs at all levels ahead of squall line, and the
outflow as a downdraft in lower level behind (Moncrieff and Miller,
1976; Gamache and Houze, 1982; Ogura and Liou, 1980). Our window 1
(squall line window) reconstructed field appears as a classical updraftand-downdraft circulation. In this circulation, a surface-to-top updraft
starts ahead of the squall line from 0 to 4 km above surface, taking off
and finally flowing out from the cloud top (Fig. 5g–i). The downdraft
flow behind the convective line descends from 4 km to surface
(Fig. 5g–i). The window-1 reconstruction hence reveals the squall line
cloud circulation. We may also find, as time goes by, the high speed
center moves upward and backward into the rear portion of the leading
edge (streamlines colored in red, Fig. 5g–i), similar to LeMone et al.
(1984)’s description about the air parcel's accelerating path in the squall
line updraft flow.
Fig. 5j–l show the window-2 reconstructions (with time scales <1.3

h). During 0930–1030 UTC (Fig. 5j–i), there is also an updraft, which is
similar to that on window 1 (Fig. 5g), but limited near the convection
line (the origin of the horizontal axis in Fig. 5). The upward turbulence
soon sinks to the surface in both the front and rear of the squall line
(Fig. 5j). At 1030UTC, the updraft becomes more vertically aligned in
the leading edge (Fig. 5k). At 1130 UTC, the downdraft is enhanced and
then sinks at the rear side of the leading edge (Fig. 5l).
The updraft and downdraft might be influenced by the precipitation
loading and evaporative cooling caused by the severe thermodynamic
effect within convective clouds, and the in-cloud turbulence can be
influenced by the ambient shear wind and the cold pool (Young et al.,
1995; Smull and Houze, 1985). At first, turbulence near the convective
core drafts are likely to be slowly diluted from the entrainment process,
which retains greater magnitudes of buoyancy and vertical motion
(Morrison, 2017; Henneberg et al., 2020). As the cold pool forms, the
precipitation may entrain via turbulent transport into the rear side of the
leading edge (Weisman, 1992; Fan et al., 2017; Bryan and Morrison,
2012), with turbulence motion appearing more vertically and hence
enhanced in sinking. These are reflected in the reconstructions as shown
above.
More features can be seen from the geopotential and temperature
8
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for temperature (units: K).

reconstructions. In Figs. 6 and 7 we plot the squall line-scale and
turbulence-scale geopotential and temperature distributions. Clearly, at
the surface a high pressure and a low temperature centers occur behind
the leading edge on window 1 (bottom row in Figs. 6 and 7). This may be
caused by the evaporation of the cold pool (Zipser, 1977; LeMone et al.,
1984). The warm center on window 1 is consistent with previous
studies, e.g., Gallus and Johnson (1991), who find the heating peak in
high levels. And the high center of squall line-scale geopotential is also
consistent with previous studies (Seigel and van den Heever, 2013).
The temperature and geopotential fields on window 2 also reveal
some more features. In Figs. 6 and 7, dipoles with positive and negative
centers occur (in ~6 km, 500 hPa) at both sides of the leading edge in the
window-2 geopotential (Figs. 6 and 7, a–c) and temperature recon
struction fields (Figs. 6 and 7, d–f). At 11:30 UTC, the geopotential
dipole becomes tilted as time goes by. This is because the negative center
moves downwards to the surface, while the positive one moves upwards
(Fig. 6c). At the same time, on the temperature distribution, the surface
dipole is opposite to the middle-level one (Fig. 6g–i).

and turbulent process. In this section, we compute the kinetic energy
(KE) for each scale window (Section 6.1), and study the interactions
between the windows by analyzing canonical transfers (Section 6.2).
6.1. Multiscale kinetic energy
Fig. 8 shows the vertical distribution of the background KE: The right
hand side is the zonal average KE, while the left hand side shows the
deviation of the KE from the average. From the figure the maximum KE
takes place at about 12 km corresponding to the existence of an upper jet
at 200 hPa as previously reported (Xu et al., 2019). The squall line-scale
KE is limited mainly at a height around 10 km (Fig. 9j–l), and the
turbulence-scale KE (window 2) is centered near the convective core,
with the center gradually downward from 300 hPa at 09:30 UTC to 850
hPa at 11:30 UTC (Fig. 9g–i, red & yellow line). As time moves on, both
the upper center (~300 hPa, red line) and bottom center (~975 hPa,
blue line) of the squall line-scale KE decrease near the leading edge
(Fig. 9g–i).

6. Energetics of the squall line process

6.2. Canonical transfer of KE

As shown above, the window-1 and window-2 circulations recon
struct well the inner structures of the squall line or the storm circulation

The canonical transfer gives a quantitative characterization of the
interaction between scale windows. Particularly, as proved in Liang and
9
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Fig. 8. Height-distance diagram of the KE anomaly on window-0 (m2s− 2, left) and the horizontal-averaged (right) at (a) 09:30, (b) 10:30, and (c) 11:30 UTC.

Robinson (2007), canonical available potential energy (APE) transfer
and canonical KE transfer correspond precisely to the two most impor
tant concepts in geophysical fluid dynamics, namely, baroclinic insta
bility and barotropic instability. Here it is found that the canonical
transfer of KE is as least one order greater in magnitude than that of APE
(not shown), partly due to the devastatingly strong wind induced by this
extreme squall line process; so the latter is negligible and will not be
considered. In this subsection, we henceforth investigate the distribution
of the KE canonical transfer, among others, in the hope of giving a clear
energy path during the energetic cycle of the squall line process.
In a three-window framework, there are three canonical KE transfers,
1→2
0→2
i.e., Γ0→1
K , ΓK , ΓK , which characterize the interaction between
windows 0 and 1, that between windows 1 and 2, and that between
windows 0 and 2. By computation Γ0→1
is negligible, and is hence not
K
at 9:30,
shown here. Shown in Fig. 10a–c are the distributions of Γ0→2
K
10:30, 11:30 UTC, while in Fig. 10d–f are the corresponding Γ1→2
K . An
observation is that they both show alternating signs with longitude. This
is particularly conspicuous across the squall line. If viewed from top,
they are shown on horizontal levels as dipoles through the air column,
centered at the leading edge (marked as 0 km in abscissa). These dipoles
are most strengthened in the mid-level (near ~500 hPa). For clarity, the
500-hPa distributions of Fig. 10a–c are plotted in Fig. 10g–i, and those of
Fig. 10d–f in Fig. 10j–l. Clearly, both Γ0→2
and Γ1→2
reach their maxima
K
K
at 09:30 UTC, heralding the arrival of the squall line. This makes sense,
as they represent the internal dynamics which account for the emer
gence of these weather processes.

Another remarkable observation is that, though seemingly similar in
and Γ0→2
appear mostly opposite in sign.
structure, the dipoles of Γ1→2
K
K
0→2
1→2
Specifically, ΓK (resp. ΓK ) is positive (resp. negative) in the frontside of the leading edge, and negative (resp. positive) in the rear-side
(e.g., Fig. 10g vs. Fig. 10j). This phenomenon can also be found from
their respective horizontal distributions. Fig. 11 displays the maps of the
500-hPa maps of Γ0→2
and Γ1→2
for both Domain 1 and Domain 2. To
K
K
1→2
0→1
better see this, we average the canonical transfers Γ0→2
K , ΓK , and ΓK
over time and over space in the frontal side and real side, respectively,
and show the averaged values in Table 4. Since significant canonical
transfers of KE are generally constrained within a width of 10 km
centered on where the deepest convection occurs (Fig. 10), the spatial
average is performed over − 5-0 km and 0–5 km for the rear side and the
front side, respectively. The result reconfirms that Γ0→1
is negligible,
K
and Γ1→2
appear opposite in sign, though the latter is one
and, Γ0→2
K
K
order smaller. In other words, here as the shock-like squall line propa
gates, KE first cascades from the ambient flow window to the turbulence
window in the leading edge, which is instantaneously transferred
inversely to the meso-beta-scale window (squall line window) to form
the squall line; afterwards at the trailing edge the KE is transferred from
the squall line window back to the turbulence window, where the
turbulence-scale KE then feedbacks over the scales to the large-scale
ambient flow.
The remarkable canonical transfer dipole and energy path within the
squall line are consistent with those documented in the literature. Pre
viously it has been reported that there exists a convergence-divergence
10
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 6, but for KE (m2s− 2).

center (Ogura and Liou, 1980): a convergence field near the gust front
for the shear instability with a downscaling process, and a divergence
field at the middle-to-higher levels, where the outflow in the squall line's
rear-side anvil region transfers energy from the convective cells into the
ambient flow (Gamache and Houze, 1982; Srivastava et al., 1986),
indicating an upscaling process from the convective circulation to the
ambient flow (Lafore and Moncrieff, 1989).
However, previous studies have only focused on the interactions
between the ambient flow and the squall line circulation, rarely taking
into account the turbulence-scale processes. In our study, the energetic
pathway shows that KE is first transferred from the ambient flow win
dow to the turbulence scale window, and then from the turbulence to the
meso-beta scale window to form the squall line. That means the turbu
lence scale processes play an essential role in the squall line dynamics.
This energetic scenario and its implication are yet to be investigated. But
in recent years, several studies do confirm that selecting a higherresolution horizontal grid spacing (which provides more turbulent
scale information) can produce better simulation results for the squall
line circulation (like updraft/downdraft) (Varble et al., 2020; Bryan and
Morrison, 2012; Lai and Waite, 2020). This from an aspect validates our
result.
The remarkable energetic scenario are also consistent with the

shockwave hypothesis of squall line (Tepper, 1950). The air in the front/
rear-side of the shock-wave can be compressed/inflated: the compres
sion motions induce the downscale cascading of KE from large scales to
small scales, while the expansion motions induce the upscale trans
ferring of KE from small scales to large scales, and the two contributions
are nearly equal to each other (Wang et al., 2018). The expansion/
compression regions can be identified just downstream/upstream of the
shocklets in the compressible isotropic turbulence, which in our case
corresponds to the rear/front side of the squall line.
7. Conclusions
In this study, we simulated a devastating squall line event in south
eastern China on March 4, 2018, which has incurred disastrous winds in
more than four Chinese provinces. This relatively successful simulation
is fully dynamical driven (no data assimilation performed), and hence
allows us to gain some insight into the intrinsic processes within the
squall line.
The major methodology for the dynamical study is the theory of
canonical transfer based on a recently developed functional analysis
apparatus, multiscale window transform. Canonical transfers result
naturally from advection equations in fluid flows. A canonical transfer
11
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0→1
2 3
Fig. 10. As in Fig. 6, but for the canonical transfers Γ0→2
and Γ1→2
is not shown as it is negligible by comparison.
K
K (units: m /s ). The other canonical transfer ΓK

bears a Lie bracket form, reminiscent of the Poisson bracket in Hamil
tonian dynamics (Liang, 2016). It proves to be the faithful mechanism
cascading or inversely transferring energy between two scale windows,
without generating or destroying energy as a whole, in contrast to the
existing empirical/engineering formalisms in the literature. In this
study, three scale windows are decomposed, according to the wavelet
power spectral analysis, namely, background or ambient flow window,
squall line-scale window, and turbulence window. For notational con
venience, these scale windows are denoted windows 0, 1, and 2,
respectively. Correspondingly, a canonical transfer of kinetic energy
(KE) from window i to window j is denoted Γi→j
K , for i, j = 0, 1, 2.
It is found that, among the three canonical transfers of KE, only Γ1→2
K
and Γ0→2
are significant. Both are confined within the mesoscale
K
convective systems (MCS), with sign alternating in space. They, albeit
similar in structure, appear mostly opposite in sign. That is to say, a
positive Γ0→2
corresponds remarkably well to a Γ1→2
in space. This is
K
K
shown in both horizontal maps and vertical sections. Specifically, Γ0→2
K
(resp. Γ1→2
K ) is positive (resp. negative) in the front-side, and negative
(resp. positive) in the rear-side of the squall line. That is to say, at the
leading edge, KE is transferred from the ambient flow over the spectrum
all the way to the turbulence scale processes, and then goes to window 1
to form the squall line. At the trailing edge, this process is reversed; the

KE is cascaded from the squall line to turbulence, and the turbulencescale KE then feedbacks over the spectrum to the large-scale ambient
flow. The whole process is schematized in Fig. 12.
The above remarkable finding agrees with the shock hypothesis of
squall line, where at the leading edge the energy transfer is downscale
while at the trailing edge it is upscale. Ideally, a shock is getting steeper
and steeper at the front, whereas the rear side becomes milder and miler
to form a long tail. This tells, from the energetic aspect, that the energy is
transferred from large scale to small scale at the front, while at the rear
side, energy is transferred from the small scale to large scale. Our
opposite energy pathways across the front is in very good agreement
with this conceptual scenario. What is different is that there also exists a
secondary upscale transfer in the leading edge, and a downscale at the
trailing edge. During the process, the turbulence-scale window functions
like a hub, bridging the ambient flow and the squall line. To our
knowledge, such an energetic scenario, i.e., the nexus of two adjacent
scales in a spectrum via a “remote mediator” is not seen before in the
literature.
The scenario revealed in Fig. 12 testifies to the importance of tur
bulent flows in the maintenance of squall lines. Indeed, previous studies,
e.g., Varble et al. (2020) and Bryan and Morrison (2012), find that
higher-resolution is needed in a model to regenerate the squall line
12
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Fig. 11. A comparison between the 500-hPa Γ0→2
(left, in the two boxes) and Γ1→2
(right, in enlarged domains) at 10:30UTC. Units: m2s− 3.
K
K
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